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Introduction
Postmastectomy radiation therapy (PMRT) reduces the

risk of breast cancer recurrence and mortality in patients

with node-positive breast cancer.1 However, PMRT to the

left chest wall and regional lymph nodes often poses tech-

nical challenges owing to irregular surface contours, large

curvature, and a near-surface target. Adequate irradiation

of target volumes should never penalize the sparing of the

adjacent organs at risk (OARs).

Modern technologies such as the Active Breathing

Coordinator (ABC) device,2-4 the AlignRT surface imag-

ing system (by X XVisionRT), volumetric arc therapy

(VMAT),5,6 and the automated planning (AP) module of

the Pinnacle3 treatment planning system7 represent key

tools to overcome several hurdles in this complex setting.

To our knowledge, the simultaneous use of these techni-

ques and devices has not been reported.

Case report and presentation

The case of a 71-year-old White woman with a history

of left breast cancer treated by radical mastectomy and
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lymphadenectomy is reported. In 2017, the patient had a

cancer in the left lung treated by lobectomy, removing

about 67 cm3 of lung with the tumor. Moreover, she had

positive family anamnesis for cardiovascular diseases

and had experienced valvular disease with left atrial dila-

tation, for which a mechanical mitral valve had been

implanted in December 2011. The patient’s ejection frac-

tion was approximately 50% to 55%. Her pharmacologic

therapy consisted of chronic anticoagulant oral therapy,

digitalis drugs, and calcium channel blockers.

In February 2020, the patient discovered a lump in her

left breast. A breast ultrasound examination and mam-

mography revealed a category 4 plaque (Breast Imaging

Reporting and Data System) in the periareolar region

with negative axillary nodes. Excision biopsy revealed

the presence of invasive breast cancer−no special type,

grade 2 (Nottingham system), involving surgical margins.

Owing to the infiltrative margin, 2 months later, the

patient received radical surgery with axillary nodal dis-

section (level I and II), revealing a 2.1-cm lesion getting

to the skin without ulcer, as per invasive breast cancer

−no special type, grade 3 (Nottingham system), negative

for perineural and perivascular invasion and positive for

lymphocyte infiltration. Metastases with extracapsular

extension were detected in 3 of 7 lymph nodes removed.

The patient’s cancer stage was pT2N1a, and her hor-

monal status was as follows: Estrogen Receptor, 95%;

Progesterone Receptor, 40%; Ki-67, 30%; and a score ≥2
for Her2. An echocardiogram showed the presence of the
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Fig. 1 Overview of the treatment setup, planning, and delivery.
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mechanical valve, slight parietal hypertrophy of the left

ventricle, an ejection fraction of 50% to 55%, and deficits

in the aortic (slight deficit) and tricuspid (moderate defi-

cit) valves.

The case was discussed by the multidisciplinary tumor

board. The medical oncologist firmly excluded chemo-

therapy or radiation therapy and suggested only hormonal

therapy (letrozole was promptly started) and follow-up.

However, in light of the PMRT indication, the radiation

oncologist proposed a dosimetric study for assessing the

radiation therapy feasibility of all cutting-edge technolo-

gies available in our arsenal, despite the patient’s comor-

bidities. The patient was counseled to inform her about

the radiation therapy indication and the concerns related

to this approach in terms of both feasibility and toxicities.

Then the patient was immobilized on the C-Qual Breast-

board system (by X XCIVCO Radiotherapy) and was simu-

lated in moderate deep inspiration breath-hold with both

arms abducted above the head. A bolus 1 cm thick was

positioned on the chest wall, and the planning computed

tomography images were acquired with a 5-mm slice

thickness. The chest wall plus an 8-mm margin, as well

as the axillary and supraclavicular nodes (level I-IV) plus

a 5-mm margin, were contoured according to the Radia-

tion Therapy Oncology Group’s breast cancer atlas vol-

umes and internal guidelines.8 Two planning target

volumes (PTVs), 1 for the chest wall and 1 for the supra-

clavicular nodes, were combined as an integrated PTV

(Fig 1). For the sake of completeness, internal mammary
nodes (IMNs) were also outlined, although in such situa-

tions, we do not irradiate the IMNs. The OARs included

the heart, homolateral and contralateral lung, and contra-

lateral breast. To reduce the dose to the OARs, especially

the lungs and heart, the moderate deep inspiration breath-

hold technique using the ABC device was used (Fig 1).

The total dose was 50 Gy over 25 fractions for the

integrated PTV; target coverage criteria followed the rec-

ommendations of the International Commission on Radi-

ation Units & Measurements’ Report 62.

Owing to the patient’s comorbidities, stringent objec-

tives were applied to spare healthy organs. Keeping the

mean dose less than 4 Gy was the main objective for heart

preserving, as per the NSABP B-51/RTOG1304 breast

cancer trial.9

Furthermore, it is well known that the heart volume

receiving 25 Gy <10% has been correlated with a very

low probability of cardiac mortality (<1%) at 15 years

after radiation therapy.10 To be more conservative, we

pursued the objective of V20 ≤10% for the heart11 and

V5 <50%, V10 <35%, and V20 <20% for the homolat-

eral lung (12). The mean dose and the dose to 1cc of the

contralateral breast volume (D1cc) was requested to be

<2Gy and 5 Gy, respectively.12

Normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCPs) for

the lung and heart were calculated by the Lyman-

Kutcher-Burman probit model.13 The considered end-

points for heart and lung toxicity were pericarditis, long-

term mortality, and pneumonitis.
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Four different plans were generated and compared to

pursue the best dosimetric result: a plan mixing 3-dimen-

sional (3D) and intensity modulated radiation therapy, a

plan mixing 3D and volumetric arc techniques, a fully

manual VMAT plan, and a fully automated VMAT (AP-

VMAT) plan.

In detail, the hybrid approach delivered three-fourths

of the prescription dose through tangential beams and

one-fourth through VMAT or intensity modulated radia-

tion therapy (IMRT) beams; the latter was optimized by

the inverse planning algorithm to satisfy the dose con-

straints. In the hybrid intensity modulated radiation ther-

apy plan, a total of 4 fields were used: 2 open, tangential

fields for the chest wall volume and 2 opposite half-beam

fields for the nodal area. Thereafter, the plan was opti-

mized by adding 2 modulated 6-MV beams (step-and-

shoot technique) with an identical 3D conformal beams

setup. No more than 10 segments and no areas smaller

than 10 cm2 were allowed. In the hybrid VMAT plan, the

3D component contributed three-fourths of the dose pre-

scription; thereafter, 2 partial arcs, each with 210˚ gantry

rotations delivered clockwise and counterclockwise from

320˚ to 170˚, for the PTVs of both the chest wall and the

supraclavicular nodes were added. These angles were

selected to prevent the direct irradiation of the lung and

the contralateral breast. The SmartArc module (by

X XPhilips) was used for optimization. The manual VMAT

plan was obtained starting from the previously reported

arc parameters; then we interactively tuned the optimiza-

tion process of the manual VMAT plan. The AP-VMAT

plan was performed using the Pinnacle3 automated plan-

ning module, version 16.0, in which all beam details,

dose prescriptions, and planning aims for targets and

healthy organs must be specified up front. Starting from

these details, the automated planning software iteratively

optimized planning parameters, with the aim to reach the

planning objectives. Meanwhile, during this process,

dummy structures and new objectives to the planning

goals were automatically generated to enhance the dose

conformity, the dose fall-off outside the targets, and the

OAR sparing. The 2 target priorities were defined by

numbers near to prescription doses to avoiding potential

peripheral dose fall-off. The healthy-organ priorities

included maximum dose, mean dose, and dose-volume

histogram points with 3 different priority levels (from

high to low). The heart received a priority higher than

that of the target. A priori, we set up in the planning tem-

plate (1) the balance tuning, (2) the Cold-Spot region of

interest, and (3) the dose fall-off margin.

After comparing the plans, the automated plan was the

best at reducing the homolateral lung and heart doses

(full range). The AP-VMAT plan alone fulfilled the

objective of a 4-Gy mean heart dose, lowered the NTCP

estimates for lung pneumonitis to less than 1%, and was

able to reduce the heart and homolateral lung doses to

less than 5 Gy. No differences were found among the
different techniques in terms of the mean dose to the con-

tralateral breast.

The dosimetric comparisons of the different treatment

plans for target-organ and OAR coverage are reported in

Table 1. For a complete dosimetric overview, we also

compared the AP-VMAT plan with a rival AP-VMAT

plan including IMNs plus a 5-mm margin. As expected,

the larger PTV resulted in a slight worsening of planning

aims; however, the plan including IMNs was feasible

(Table 1). A comparison between automated plans with

or without IMNs is shown in Figure 2.

Ultimately, the AP-VMAT plan without IMNs was

proposed for patient treatment. An overview of the AP-

VMAT treatment plan and delivery by the AlignRT sur-

face imaging system is shown in Figure 1. The patient

underwent PMRT to the chest wall and lymph-nodal area

without severe acute toxicity according to the Common

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, version 5.0.14

Six months later, no adverse events (eg, skin fibrosis or

heart failure) or disease recurrence had been reported.
Discussion and Conclusion
This article highlights how modern technology may

help in the treatment of complex clinical situations such

as left-sided chest wall irradiation in a patient with sev-

eral cardiopulmonary comorbidities.

The decision to irradiate the patient was strictly condi-

tioned by the possibility of tracking and reproducing the

patient’s position before and during radiation therapy and

by the chance to obtain a treatment plan able to reduce, at

most, irradiation to the OARs. Among all the plans con-

sidered, the best coverage and homogeneity were

obtained in the AP-VMAT plan. In terms of the dose-vol-

ume evaluation and the NTCP estimates, the manual

plans provided values too high to be acceptable, whereas

the AP-VMAT parameters were the closet and the safest

according to plan objectives (Table 1).

Literature emphasizes the need for cardiac dose reduc-

tion in breast cancer radiation therapy, especially for

patients with cardiac risk factors that put them at greater

absolute increased risk from radiation therapy.15 Darby

et al retrospectively reported that the rate of coronary

events increased by 7.4% for every 1-Gy increase to the

heart,16 whereas the NSABP 51 study recommended a

mean cardiac dose of less than 4 Gy for left-sided breast

irradiation.9

Respiratory management strategies are being used to

reduce cardiac and homolateral lung doses in breast can-

cer irradiation. The moderate deep inspiration breath

hold technique using the ABC device, which changes the

internal anatomy, is an effective strategy that can be used

to improve cardiac sparing.17,18 Moreover, the associa-

tion of ABC with a system that tracks a patient’s position

before and during radiation therapy (AlignRT)



Table 1 Dosimetric comparisons of rival treatment plans for coverage of targets organs and organs at risk

Structure Metric Objective Plan

HMRT HVMAT MP-VMAT AP-VMAT AP-VMAT* (IMN)

PTV CW D95 (Gy) ≥47.5 47.5 48.5 49.5 49.5 48.5

D98 (Gy) ≥45.0 45.8 47.5 48.1 47.8 47.7

D2 (Gy) ≤53.5 54.8 53.7 53.3 52.4 53.0

Dmean (cGy) 50.0 51.3 50.8 51.4 50.5 50.8

HI Minimize 18 12.4 10.4 9.2 10.6

PTV SCL D95 (Gy) ≥47.5 47.8 47.5 49.5 49.6 49.6

D98 (Gy) ≥45.0 46.5 46.2 48.5 49.0 49.2

D2 (Gy) ≤53.5 53.3 52.8 53.3 52.9 53.1

Dmean (cGy) 50 50.5 50.2 51.6 51.1 51.2

HI Minimize 13.6 13.2 9.6 7.8 7.8

PTV IMN D95 (Gy) ≥47.5 48.5

D98 (Gy) ≥45.0 49.2

D2 (Gy) ≤53.5 52.8

Dmean (cGy) 50 51.0

HI Minimize 7.2

Conformity CN 1.0 0.57 0.64 0.68 0.76 0.71

Heart Dmean (Gy) <4 5.9 6.1 6.2 4.0 4.7

V5 (%) 15.1 18.3 34.8 14.1 20.9

V10 (%) 10.5 14.7 15.5 6.9 8.4

V20 (%) ≤10 7.4 11.8 9.2 3.6 4.5

V30 (%) ≤5 6.1 9.2 4.5 2.2 2.6

NTCPper Minimize 0 0 0 0 0

NTCPlong Minimize 0 0 0 0 0

Left lung Dmean (Gy) 16.3 16.2 14.4 12.5 156

V5 (%) <50 54.5 55.2 87.1 55.4 71.0

V10 (%) <35 42.1 44.1 44.2 36.1 44.1

V20 (%) <20 31.2 35.2 24.4 21.3 27.6

V30 (%) 26.1 28.8 16.2 15.5 19.8

NTCPpneu Minimize 5.1 4.8 2.6 0.8 3.0

Right lung Dmean (Gy) 0.7 0.6 2.4 2.4 3.9

Contralateral breast Dmean (Gy) <2 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.3 1.9

D1cc (Gy) <5 4.1 4 4.4 4.3 4.8

Healthy tissues ID (Gy £ cm3 £ 10−6) Minimize 1.023 1.044 1.055 0.981 1.089

Abbreviations: AP-MAT = automated planning volumetric arc therapy; CN = conformity index; HI = homogeneity index; HMRT = hybrid intensity

modulated radiation therapy; HVMAT = hybrid volumetric arc therapy; ID = integral dose; IMN = internal mammary node; MP-MAT = manual

planning volumetric arc therapy; NTCPlong = long-term mortality normal-tissue complication probability; NTCPpneu = pneumonitis normal-tissue

complication probability; NTCPper = pericarditis normal-tissue complication probability; PTV CW = planning target volume, chest wall; PTV

SCL = planning target volume, supraclavicular nodes.

* This plan was considered a feasibility exercise; the patient was not treated by this plan.
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represented a further measure aimed at preserving healthy

organs. To date, a recent study showed that AlignRT cou-

pled with deep inspiration breath-hold prevented radia-

tion-induced abnormalities in blood flow to the heart,

thus preventing early cardiac perfusion defects.19

As far as radiation therapy technique is concerned,

this case was, to our knowledge, one of the first clinical

experiences involving AP-VMAT for this type of tumor

and clinical stage. Notwithstanding several articles that

have described the use of IMRT in patients with breast

cancer,20-23 some conflicting experiences have been

reported about the use of VMAT in the same clinical

setting.24-26
We acknowledge that manual planning for complex

cases is a challenging task; enhancing the therapeutic

ratio requires the management of many competing

parameters and is a time-consuming trial-and-error pro-

cess. Full implementation of an automated planning sys-

tem into a clinical routine for breast or chest wall

treatments could potentially reduce operator variability

and ameliorate the quality of plans. Moreover, a signifi-

cant reduction in the range of doses to the lung and heart,

including the low-dose region, was obtained by the AP-

VMAT plan. In fact, the integral dose was lower by

approximately 4% to 7% compared with manual plans.

Owing to increased survival among patients with



Fig. 2 Dosimetric comparison between automated plans with (B, D) or without (A, C) irradiation of internal mammary nodes.
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advanced breast cancer, the problem of radiation-induced

secondary cancers and the need to reduce as much as pos-

sible the irradiation dose in normal tissues becomes

cogent.27 In the present case, a careful cardiologic and

oncologic follow-up is ongoing to register any late toxic-

ity or recurrence of cancer.

We acknowledge that some practitioners would rec-

ommend the treatment of IMNs in similar cases; how-

ever, IMN irradiation is really a dosimetric challenge

when faced with severe cardiopulmonary comorbidities.

According to a national consensus for the irradiation of

mammary lymph nodes, the irradiation of IMNs is indi-

cated in the case of involvement.28 In the case of clini-

cally negative IMNs, there is currently no unanimous

opinion on the indication for precautionary radiation ther-

apy on these lymph node stations. Therefore, in the cur-

rent case, burdened by cardiopulmonary risk factors, we

treated only the levels I to IV. However, to further stress

the value of automated Treatment Planning System,

together with all other technique and devices, we simu-

lated a plan including IMNs and reported results that are

almost comparable with the AP-VMAT plan without
IMNs, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. This compari-

son allowed us to highlight the still little-known power of

automated planning even in an extremely challenging

case.

In conclusion, this case highlights the PMRT techni-

ques used in treating a patient with breast cancer who had

a resected lung and an enlarged heart. Advanced radiation

therapy approaches gave the possibility to perform a

curative treatment considered unthinkable until a few

years ago, allowing us to considerably reduce the heart

and lung exposure to ionizing radiation without under-

dosage of the chest wall and lymph-nodal areas. The

sharing of knowledge allows us to prevent the risk of

missing important therapeutic options based on new tech-

nologies or cutting-edge updates generally known only

by health care professionals and trained individuals.
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